




Dodging Pitfalls in Dodgy Autorickshaws with Amitava Kumar

	dodgy, adj.
	Full of or addicted to dodges; evasive, tricky, artful. Also (colloq.) of things: difficult, 
	awkward, tricky.
	Draft additions December 2005




Lucky are they who can write about India without retreating into the safety of clichés and readymade narratives. Poverty porn? There’s a discourse for that. The Exotic East? The Ministry of Tourism’s “Incredible India” campaign is happy to help. India Shining? Check. It is as if writers who attempt to tame the subcontinent with their pen suffer from the same affliction the Indian-born George Orwell diagnosed in the authors of political writing, until “no one seems able to think of turns of speech that are not hackneyed: prose consists less and less of words chosen for the sake of their meaning, and more and more of phrases tacked together like the sections of a prefabricated henhouse” (956-57). Anyone willing to give it a try can easily access a catalogue of well-worn lines likely to satisfy the expectations of an audience used to reading about ear-numbing noise, all-pervasive dust, stick-thin beggars, and, more recently, flashy nouveaux riches. Not that all or even most of these impressions are just banal tropes: of course any visitor to India will witness its chaos, its teeming masses, and its contradictions. The latter are pithily encapsulated in Joan Robinson’s quip that “whatever you can say rightly about India, the opposite is also true” (qtd. in Sen 137). Other nuggets of Indian wisdom include U. S. Ambassador John Kenneth Galbraith’s “functioning anarchy” and V. S. Naipaul’s “area of darkness.” More recent commentators like to celebrate how India’s ancient traditions coexist with modernity, as book titles like Shashi Tharoor’s The Elephant, the Tiger, and the Cell Phone exemplify. Indeed, the last few years have seen an explosion of books about India, many of which are surely destined to fill the shelves of remaindered bookstores once the next wave arrives. The New York Times’s India Ink blog​[1]​ featured a cheeky post on “Naming Your India Book: A Pocket Guide,” in which Heather Timmons poked fun at the publishing industry’s predictability and listed the latest batch of India-themed book titles, helpfully grouped into five “neat categories.” And sure enough, even the titles of otherwise excellent nonfiction books like Siddhartha Deb’s The Beautiful and the Damned or Katherine Boo’s Behind the Beautiful Forevers promise to meet their readers’ expectations, if only by delivering certain comfortingly uncomfortable truths about the cruelties of uneven development. Such audience expectations are perhaps especially seductive in the case of Non-Resident Indian (NRI) authors who might find themselves in the position of Thomas Babington Macaulay’s “class who may be interpreters” (130), translating the land of their birth or ancestry for their primarily Western audience. 
	In his editor’s introduction to the anthology Away: The Indian Writer as Expatriate, novelist, poet, critic, and filmmaker Amitava Kumar reflects on the frequency with which Indian, or Indian-descended, authors “return” (xiv) to the subcontinent in their work, as well as on the ways such writers “negotiate longing and belonging” (xvi): “Isn’t it telling,” he asks, “that just when India erupted in a series of separatist struggles, and Indians migrated abroad in large numbers, our writers in the West revived the genre of the omnibus novel?” (xvi). The mainstream writer’s tendency to streamline the messiness of a continent into a coherent, book-clubbable novel, which is reminiscent of what Salman Rushdie’s Saleem Sinai (and later Timothy Brennan) call “a sort of national longing for form” (344), has always been politically and aesthetically problematic if only because of the totalizing effects of forcing the individual experiences of a billion people and their continent-size country into a neatly executed literary feat, regardless of whether or not the author produced one of Fredric Jameson’s allegedly inescapable national allegories​[2]​. Kumar, for his part, is tired of “the stereotypical fare” (xviii) delivered by the omnibuses mentioned above. Instead of the ponderous omnibus, he has developed an alternative vehicle for writing India, one that may be better suited to its narrow and potholed roads, which I propose to call the autorickshaw book. An autorickshaw, of course, does not ensure the smoothest or safest of rides. It can be astonishingly loud, a bit dodgy, and does not tend to include such luxuries as seat-belts or a crumple zone to absorb the energy of a collision. What it does offer its passengers, however, is a cheap and fast ride in close contact with complete strangers and the ability to dodge the many obstacles one is likely to encounter when braving India’s notorious traffic. Amitava Kumar’s prodigious output may be closest literary equivalent to these conveyances.
	Arguably, fretting about the impossibility of conveying the reality of India, with or without reverting to clichés, has for a long time been a trope in its own right – a sort of meta-cliché, one might say. The question E. M. Forster posed almost a century ago in A Passage to India – “How can the mind take hold of such a country?” (136) – has yet to be answered satisfactorily. Indeed, contemporary writers like Arundhati Roy even go so far as to deny the very possibility of describing India: “Truly, literally, there’s no language to do it in. This is the real horror of India. The orbits of the powerful and the powerless spinning further and further apart from each other, never intersecting, sharing nothing. Not a language. Not even a country” (“The End of Imagination” 40). Of course, many writers – including Forster, Roy, and Kumar – have refused to be stunned into speechlessness by India’s incommensurability. Instead, it is precisely this incommensurability that has appeared practically irresistible to generations of writers.​[3]​	
	While Amitava Kumar might not share Roy’s fierce pessimism, he is equally concerned with finding the language and literary form to do India justice, in all the senses of that phrase. In this article, I intend to analyze Kumar’s struggle with and against Indian incommensurability by examining his critical memoir Bombay – London – New York (2002), the two versions of his novel (entitled Home Products (2007) in India and Nobody Does the Right Thing (2010) in the United States), and the “biography” of his hometown Patna (2013)​[4]​. I will argue that all of these are autorickshaw books, nimble at dodging sacred cows, snake-charmers and other stereotypes on the road, not least when navigating the rough terrain of the author’s home state Bihar, of which Patna is the capital. In a sense, Bihar offers many of India’s truths and stereotypes in a concentrated form. Notwithstanding some recent progress, its image remains that of the proverbial Indian hellhole, which is “often referred to as the most under-developed states (sic) in the country” (UNDP). In 2010, a study by the Oxford Poverty & Human Development Initiative (OPHI) presented a new Multidimensional Poverty Index that compared individual Indian states to sub-Saharan countries, concluding that Bihar ranks between the Democratic Republic of Congo and Somalia (Alkire and Santos). As Kumar returns to Bihar in many of his books, he struggles to provide an alternative representation without idealizing the picturesque poverty of India, Bihar, and Patna. In this struggle, it is not always clear where reinforcing existing discourses ends and where ironizing them begins. After all, his personal website identifies him as follows: “Amitava Kumar is a writer and journalist. He was born in Ara, and grew up in the nearby town of Patna, famous for its corruption, crushing poverty and delicious mangoes.”

II
In the opening sentence of Bombay – London – New York (2002), Kumar declares: “This book is about recent Indian fiction in English, but it is also, I have found out, about how and why we read” (1). However, well before encountering this already ambiguous and multi-pronged declaration, readers will have stumbled through a peculiarly uneven textual landscape of epigraphs and dedications, alerting them to the fact that they are embarking on a much stranger literary journey than, for instance, Arvind Krishna Mehrotra’s straightforward History of Indian Literature in English (2003). The first epigraph, taken from Amit Chaudhuri’s short novel A Strange and Sublime Address, is an Indian boy’s attempt at locating his own position in the universe by writing down his name and place, from street address to city, state, country, continent, all the way to planet, solar system, and universe. Apart from offering a positively cosmic vantage point from which to observe an individual human being and referencing many of the geographical factors and political units that contribute to that person’s layered individual identity, Chaudhuri (and Kumar) also pay homage to that other (post)colonial writer, James Joyce, whose Stephen Dedalus attempts to orient himself similarly in A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man (12). On the following page, presumably to illustrate the global reach of contemporary literary conversations, Kumar quotes a passage from an interview in which the Ugandan author Moses Isegawa extols the pleasures of reading Indian literature. Next is an absurd excerpt from a book review in the Village Voice’s literary supplement, whose author dismisses the most recent batch of Indian novels and makes an alternative recommendation: “And if you simply must read a book about India, buy the Lonely Planet guide.” What are we to make of such an uncommented quotation? To be sure, many India-bound travelers have found the Lonely Planet guide an extremely useful resource. Still, in the context of Kumar’s book, and especially following right after Isegawa’s praise, the sentence seems rather bizarre and is likely designed to expose the ignorance of American book reviewers​[5]​. On the facing page, Kumar dedicates his book to his wife Mona and adds three transliterated (through not translated) lines from Faiz Ahmed Faiz’s nazm “Raṅg hai Dil kā Mirē”​[6]​. So even before we begin reading a book which purports to examine literature in English, we are reminded that this selection will necessarily leave out some of the subcontinent’s most celebrated authors, including the giant of modern Urdu poetry.
	All of this serves to emphasize the ways in which Bombay – London – New York is a generic hybrid which scoffs at any attempt at policing the border between literature and theory, and which ends up being many things, including an extended literary-critical review-article, a glorified reading journal, a personal memoir and travelogue, a photographic essay, and a highly idiosyncratic text brimming with at times caustic opinions on literature in general and Indo-English literature in particular, as well as what such literature does, can do, should do, and must do.​[7]​ These generic and formal ambiguities are reflected by the book’s content, especially when it comes to Kumar’s search for the right discourse mode to represent India, Bihar, and Patna.
	Given Amitava Kumar’s tendency to refract his own and his audience’s perception of places, texts, and ideas by means of multiple filters, it is perhaps not all that surprising that he cannot possibly use an overdetermined word such as culture without proceeding to problematize it: “I am not from a culture, although that seems the wrong word here for any number of reasons, where you rubbed paper on your arse” (1). Kumar’s refusal to specify how or why the word culture “seems the wrong word” is typical, and challenges his readers to speculate about the possible meanings. Is he dismissing the term because he refuses to choose the level at which he might identify himself with “a culture,” somewhat like Chaudhuri’s Abhijit Das is able to locate himself as anything from a person bearing that name to a citizen of India and even of the Universe? Is he refusing to specify “his” culture because he is unwilling or unable to decide whether he ought to self-identify as a Patnaite, Bihari, Indian, Asian, and so on? Or might he be suggesting that the place from which he hails does not deserve such a lofty appellation as culture? Then again, the sentence itself seems to express a certain familiar disdain for Western culture and Westerners’ well-documented habit of using toilet paper. Readers of Midnight’s Children may recall Amina Sinai’s horror at the sahibs’ sorry excuse for bathroom hygiene: “I never believed, but it’s true, my God, they wipe their bottoms with paper only!” (106). Kumar proceeds to recount the prescribed practice to apologize to paper touched with one’s feet, a ritual reminiscent of the book-kissing described in Rushdie’s essay “Is Nothing Sacred?” (Imaginary Homelands 415). But instead of congratulating himself and his “culture” for their superior treatment of the printed word, Kumar goes on to write that “[p]aper was to be worshipped, like money or the Gita. This freed you from the burden of doing any reading” (2). Thus he not only exposes the hypocritical pretensions of a supposedly book-worshipping culture’s actually widespread illiteracy and philistinism but also implicitly equates the sacredness of the Bhagavad Gita with that of a stack of grubby rupee notes, the osculation of which can, given recent studies on the bacterial contamination of Indian currency, hardly be recommended (see Elumalai et al.). Whatever he may actually have meant with his musings on the differences in the use and treatment of paper, such references to defecation and the natural functions of the human body render any notion of literature as a separate realm of idealism or pure textuality ridiculous. Indeed, Kumar later shares his insight “that the book is not removed from the world, from the realities of trade and profits and power” (6). Needless to say, this recognition of what Edward Said called the worldliness of literary texts does not need to diminish their artistic value (Culture and Imperialism xiv). 
	
	Said always strove “to read the work and its worldly situation” (Reflections on Exile xv), but whereas he was a cosmopolitan prone to accentuate the positive aspects of exile, repeatedly quoting the twelfth-century monk Hugo of St. Victor who valorized rootlessness​[8]​, Kumar is less eager to shed his parochial origins, even though his journey as a scholar from the “Orient” settling in the United States is superficially similar. At any rate, his own experience of exile leads to many surprising discursive swerves during his occasional return visits, swerves that simultaneously characterize his autorickshaw way of writing and show why this may be the only medium flexible enough to tolerate such rapid course corrections. Remembering this exile – he left Patna to attend college in Delhi and today teaches at Vassar College in New York – he reflects on “the strange process through which books – and libraries – help you mark and discover the stations of your displacement” (8). On one of these trips, he accompanies the historian Surendra Gopal to Patna’s storied Khuda Bakhsh Oriental Library, where a librarian shows them priceless manuscripts such as a copy of the ancient medical dictionary Kitab-ul-Hashaish. But this is where something strange happens: Instead of putting a positive spin on his hometown or “writing back” against the dismally familiar poverty porn mode of representing Patna, Kumar, even while evincing a clear awareness of the narrowness of the discourses available for the purpose, proceeds to embed his celebration of its cultural treasures in a context of anecdotes whose accumulation serve to underscore the city’s legendary awfulness. When Gopal the historian informs him that they are in “the richest manuscript library on Islam in the world,” Kumar is “only conscious of the wretchedness on the streets outside” (12). As if to dull the glimmer of pride which the perusal of the Kitab-ul-Hashaish may have sparked, he contrasts its unsurpassed excellence with the appalling conditions at the nearby Patna Medical College and Hospital. What is already an agonizingly conflicted account of cultural wealth and material poverty is further complicated by the startling juxtaposition of the text with a photograph the author took of a young boy whose winning smile is in no way dimmed by the recent amputation of his right arm. Nevertheless, Kumar and Gopal seem eager to outcompete one another to fuel their all-pervasive sense of Patna’s decline. Throughout this experience, Kumar struggles against the feeling of nostalgia – after all, if the past was terrible, how can you bemoan modernity? Or “[c]an we be nostalgic for a place that never was?” (32). Echoing Imagined Communities, Benedict Anderson’s seminal study on the origin and spread of nationalism, Kumar conceives his own book as the record of “a movement away from any pure, mythical origin: what it takes even as its starting point is a place that is populated by a mass of shared memories and patterns of forgetting” (32).
	Much of Kumar’s struggle in Bombay – London – New York and arguably beyond is characterized by his yearning to leave Patna, his almost inescapable compulsion to return, and his similarly ambiguous feelings about this thing called “modernity” even while he is “defined by [his] past” (19): “What I am always going back to is the moment when I was going away” (16).  The memory of leaving India for America inevitably reminds him of leaving Patna for Delhi and the “distinctive signs of modernity” (21) his used American magazines and school uniform used to represent. On this level, Patna appears to act as the site of tradition, in contrast to Delhi, India’s relatively modern capital. Having moved to the United States, he notices a change in Americans’ associations with India: “In my first years in this country, I was incessantly quizzed about arranged marriages and bride burning. Suddenly it is more common now to be asked about novels. I guess one could regard that as a change for the better” (23). The weary resignation with which Kumar greets the transition from sati to Booker Prizes suggests some doubt about how much progress this shift in stereotypes represents. Might it merely constitute little more than the replacement of one type of exotic discourse (unspeakable rites) with another (unbelievable writers)? Characteristically for Kumar, he weaves together his personal experience as an expatriate Indian and his insights as a literary critic. Of course, he is not the first writer to express a certain skepticism about the worth of some post-Midnight’s Children South Asian novels and the impressive haul of literary awards they amassed​[9]​. Furthermore, Kumar is himself by now arguably among those “established” Indian writers “based in the West” (BLNY 23) and thus inevitably part of what he seeks to critique. 
Keenly aware of the market forces involved in the production and consumption of postcolonial books, he mockingly catalogues the kind of exoticism western audiences supposedly expect to find in Indian literature. Responding to (and riffing on) Paul Theroux’s critique of V. S. Naipaul’s insufficiently teeming travelogue India: A Million Mutinies Now, Kumar laments the kind of 
desperate grasping for authenticity, which produces, as Theroux would want it, the 
mistress of spices, the heat and dust, sweating men and women in lisping saris, brought 
together in arranged marriages, yes, the honking traffic, and the whole hullabaloo in the guava orchard. In short, the sound of yakking Indians. (27)​[10]​
If we disentangle this good-natured harangue, we find that, apart from making Paul Theroux look ridiculous and unsophisticated in his expectations of Indian literature, Kumar’s bouquet of clichés includes references to a number of best-selling novels, all by US-based Indian women writers whom he appears to consider guilty of pandering to audience expectations: The Mistress of Spices and Arranged Marriage by Chitra Banerjee Divakaruni, Heat and Dust by Ruth Prawer Jhabvala, and of course Kiran Desai’s Hullaballoo in the Guava Orchard. 
Most Indian, NRI (Non-Resident Indian), PIO (Person of Indian Origin), or ABCD (American-Born Confused Desi) authors, especially those who choose to write in English, have to wrestle with the work of Salman Rushdie, which overshadows much of the later writers’ output. Just as the shadow of Delhi’s Jama Masjid in Midnight’s Children can be interpreted as menacing or comforting, the reaction to Rushdie’s books and especially his style has been ambiguous. The critic Pankaj Mishra once called the mode of writing of India which Rushdie inspired and Kumar parodies “Rushdie-itis” (qtd. in Rushdie, Step Across This Line 150) and later published a particularly scathing review of Rushdie’s novel The Ground Beneath Her Feet.​[11]​Kumar cites that book’s unsympathetic caricature of Bihar’s low-caste populist chief minister as a prime example of metropolitan Indian authors’ failure to do justice to the India beyond the Maximum Cities, as Suketu Mehta has labeled Bombay (Bombay – London – New York 73-76).  Kumar’s critique appears to have been the beginning of the (public) phase of his complicated relationship with Rushdie – in a blog entry entitled “Mr. Rushdie & I,” he speculates that his negative reviews of books like Shalimar the Clown led to Rushdie’s threat to cancel his visit to Vassar should Kumar be in any way involved. Since then, though, Kumar has joined three fellow authors at the 2012 Jaipur Literature Festival in a public reading of excerpts from The Satanic Verses to protest Rushdie’s exclusion from the event​[12]​.
Rushdie himself is of course best known for his unforgettable portrayal of Bombay (never truly “Mumbai” for him), and it is striking to what extraordinary degree Kumar’s own perception of that city appears to be indebted to Indian literature in English, notwithstanding his evident unease about how much readers’ ideas of India are shaped by novels. Discussing a scientific paper estimating the consequences of a nuclear explosion in Bombay, he imagines the following scene of destruction:
Rohinton Mistry’s Firozsha Baag, near Chowpatty, would be set aflame. So, too, would Salman Rushdie’s Methwold Estate on Warden Road. Saleem Sinai’s Cathedral and Connon Boys’ High School would be close to the epicenter and its walls would melt instantly. Even to the north, on Juhu Beach, where Ardashir Vakil’s Cyrus Readymoney ran out to swim in the sea and where movie stars gathered at the Sun ‘n’ Sand Hotel, the moisture hanging in the air would condense around radioactive particles and turn to black rain. (48)
This grotesquely literary landscape of central Bombay almost reads like a parody of the opening of Orientalism, where Edward Said mocks the French journalist who laments in the destruction of Beirut the end of “the Orient of Chateaubriand and Nerval” (1). Are novels, their characters, and their locations (some of them fictitious in the first place) really the most important potential victims of the nuclear holocaust made ever more likely by the Indo-Pakistani arms race? Or is this just an example of Amitava Kumar’s flippancy as a writer? The image of him, uncouth bhaiyya critic from the hinterland, illegally driving his autorickshaw of a book over the Bandra-Worli Sea Link (opened since the publication of Bombay – London – New York) into South Bombay looking for trouble, is certainly appealing. The literary landscapes he traverses en route, this time all by male Indian writers, ranging from Tales from Firozsha Baag via Midnight’s Children to Beach Boy may well be as varied and interesting as the actual area threatened by A. Q. Khan’s creation. But what precisely is Kumar seriously trying to argue here? Is he being serious at all? Perhaps not – indeed, part of makes this writer both appealing and maddening may well be his refusal to take himself seriously at all times.
As J. M. Coetzee once wrote, “[s]eriousness is, for a certain kind of artist, an imperative uniting the aesthetic and the ethical” (73). This is not to say that Kumar is not concerned with ethics or aesthetics: surely there can hardly be more burning ethical issues than the existence of nuclear bombs. In fact, part of what draws him to Bombay’s Tata Institute of Fundamental Research, founded by the other Homi Bhabha, is a desire to come to terms with “India’s garbled modernity” (43). His reflection on what “modernity” entails leads him to a reflection on 1950s Indian films which he now considers “a real part of our experience of being modern” (50). At the same time, he recognizes with hindsight that there are different kinds of modernity, and that the simple dichotomy of Nehruvian modernism versus Gandhian traditionalism (or maximum cities against minimum villages)​[13]​ forever banishes the provinces from modernity’s mixed blessings. 
If “modernity” is then not so much a universally agreed-upon commonplace as a site of disagreement, the same goes for the crucial postcolonial concept of hybridity, whose “contested terrain,” Kumar argues, “extends not only to Bombay, but also to the rest of India, to its small towns and villages” (58). In contrast to its dismissal of (at least the more recent) works of Salman Rushdie, Bombay – London – New York is full of praise for writers who either come from or write about those “small towns and villages,” including Arundhati Roy, the setting of whose The God of Small Things is a village whose “population had swelled to the size of a small town” (Roy 122). Although Kumar manages to misquote the line, he is right to point out that “this location is crucial” (59). After all, it allows Kumar to wrest Roy from the clutches of metropolitan writers and cosmopolitan critics and reclaim her as another small-town writer – like him, he seems to suggest, even if it is quite a stretch to call Patna (close to 1.7 million people according to the last census – “Cities having population 1 lakh and above, Census 2011”) a “small town,” even by Indian standards. Whether or not one reads this as a manifestation of a vaguely narcissistic, almost compulsive need to interpret the literary texts he examines as being ultimately about him, Kumar does outline an alternative canon of Indian literature in English, a literary-historical narrative to challenge global brands like Rushdie’s. This alternative canon might begin with R. K. Narayan, whose fictitious Malgudi the sociologist Ashis Nandy called “English literature’s first Indian small town” (qtd. in Bombay – London – New York 67). More recent specimens include novels like Upamanyu Chatterjee’s English, August, Mukul Kesavan’s Looking Through Glass, Raj Kamal Jha’s The Blue Bedspread, Ardashir Vakil’s Beach Boy, and Rohinton Mistry’s A Fine Balance, whose characters (many of which are migrants) Kumar sees as “the bearers of an alternative cosmopolitanism” (71), thereby dismantling the untenable country/city binarism and furthering his previous reflections on the different kinds of modernity​[14]​.
One Anglophone writer who may rival Amitava Kumar in his project of documenting India beyond the megacities is Pankaj Mishra, a fellow provincial North Indian whose travelogue Butter Chicken in Ludhiana documented India’s “shabby borrowed modernity” (qtd. in Bombay – London – New York 62) and “marked a shift in Indian writing in English, a turn away from the big cities to life in the less glamorous small towns” (62)​[15]​. Kumar credits Mishra’s first (and so far only) novel The Romantics with
investing the space of vernacular culture with an aspiration as well as a kind of 
knowledge that earns for it the seemingly paradoxical title of provincial cosmopolitanism. 
We are introduced to the violence of change in the new economy, and accompanying 
that, the frustrations of small-town existence. (64)
If the oxymoronic “provincial cosmopolitanism” label allows Kumar to transcend the tired and tiring opposition between local and global authors, it is also a testament to the extent to which he (and, arguably, other writers of his generation) needs the towering figure of Rushdie to measure everything by: “If much of cosmopolitan Indian writing, as typified by Rushdie, has valorized the immigrant and the foreign land, then The Romantics is a celebration of the home and its forgotten world” (65). Another candidate for the role of Anglophone Indian literature’s anti-Rushdie is Vikram Seth, whose colossal novel A Suitable Boy’s “deep feeling for vernacular culture” (73) is contrasted in Bombay – London – New York with the aforementioned The Ground Beneath Her Feet. Piloo Doodhwala, Rushdie’s caricature of a corrupt provincial politician, is based on Laloo Prasad Yadav, whom Kumar went to visit during one of his visits to his hometown of Patna in order to produce a report for the enlightenment of big city types:
My brief account of my meeting is a public service announcement for aspiring 
cosmopolitan writers who have never set foot in a small town. It seems to me that such writers might sometimes wonder how a small-town politician that they are writing about spends an hour of his time on a slow, summer afternoon. (76)
While Kumar may well be correct in his assumption that “aspiring cosmopolitan writers,” as he patronizingly calls them, are interested in what this man does in his spare time, this is a puzzling preface. After all, the ensuing profile of Laloo is anything but flattering, and not significantly more dignified than Rushdie’s Piloo. By comparison, the portrayal in The Age of Kali, where William Dalrymple feels it necessary to tell his readers that, throughout the interview, Yadav was “scratching his balls with the unembarrassed thoroughness of the true yokel” (14-15), is quite nuanced and affectionate. So while Kumar’s preface seems to promise an effort of setting the record straight and defending Bihar’s honor against metropolitan ridicule, his visit exposes the politician to be a humble yet self-important man who enjoys a pedicure in the presence of his visitor and who holds court in his rattan chair while his wife Rabri Devi, serving as chief minister after his deposal, sits meekly in a chair made of plastic. His lowly origins are illustrated by the fact that for him, Patna constitutes the pinnacle of political achievement: “The town that I had sought to escape in order to get a sense of the world outside was the one that had been for Laloo the introduction to the world outside the village” (79). The effect of this striking account is similar to Kumar’s earlier visit to Khuda Baksh library, in that what seemed to promise a glimpse of the Patna’s redeeming aspects only ends up revealing more tawdriness. Nevertheless, Laloo’s garbled but sincere impromptu lecture on Bihari history, which contains at least one precedent of a lowborn ruler, does illustrate his appeal to the state’s impoverished majority – a “plain but radical truth [which] imparts a moral legitimacy to Laloo’s immense, albeit waning, popularity in Bihar” (80).
	But even in an account that is rich in unappetizing and potentially embarrassing detail, Kumar often refuses to explain the meaning of what he describes. Upon learning that the former chief minister’s black labrador Johnny recently won an award in a dog show, Kumar speculates on the reasons for the success of what seems to be an only moderately talented animal: either it is because other competitors withdrew from the contest so as not to incur the wrath of a powerful politician or Johnny is simply the only dog of his breed in Patna: “Both possibilities are equally plausible – and this too reveals a great deal about my hometown” (78). What kind of revelation is this, though? That Bihari dog owners would, given the choice, prefer to avoid trouble? That most people in North India have other things to worry about than owning and training a dog bred for a much colder climate? Or that in Patna, the truth is an unusually elusive thing?
	In his typical fashion, Kumar returns the focus to his own story or living and growing up in Patna, “a characteristically repressed Indian schoolboy” (84) whose dislike of the town was only exceeded by his self-loathing: “The loathing diminished when I grew up and found words and started to write. I began to see myself and the place Patna as two different, distinct entities. But I also learned how both of them had always been very close if not also the same” (82). This vaguely indulgent confusion of identities appears to have defined much of the author’s early life (91-92). If anything, this identification between person and place intensified once Kumar left Patna to attend college in Delhi, where he experienced something of an intellectual awakening, reading more widely and claiming his environment by putting his world into words:
I was observing the world around me and stringing my observations into sentences. Words gave my world its crucial form. I had not stepped out yet of the confusion that I had felt in Patna, but language was giving me a chance to name my hitherto undescribable feelings. (92)
This passage essentially relegates his hometown to the geographical equivalent of Lacan’s Imaginary order, with Delhi taking the place of the linguistically defined (and definable) Symbolic order. And yet it is a space which, though left behind by Kumar and some of the trappings of modernity, still matters deeply to him: “Patna is not only my hometown. It is also a place in time. It made me who I am. My own writings bear that address. I had wanted to leave Patna; I am not sure that I ever did, but it is almost a relief to me that Patna goes on being what it is without me” (94). In fact, his returns to Patna, in person and certainly in writing, make Kumar seem not all that unlike the expatriate Indians he discusses in his Away introduction: “In what I wrote and read, I began to return to Patna. This habit has grown in my self-imposed exile from Patna: I still write about it as if I knew very little else” (92-93). Where Kumar differs from his fellow émigrés, of course, is in his choice of conveyance, his eschewal of the vaunted and dreaded omnibus novel for the form I have called the autorickshaw book.

III
One of Kumar’s returns to Patna occurs in the pages of another book that arguably deserves that label, a cheap paperback whose pages seem to crackle with the dust of Bihar’s mostly unmetaled roads. His (so far) only novel, Home Products was published in India in 2007. (An abridged version has since then been published in the United States, more about which later.) While not as exquisitely crafted as Chatterjee’s English, August, Kumar seems to aim for a similarly languorous mood-picture of provincial India, heavy on detail but light on plot and character development. In “How to Write a Novel,” an essay published in The Hindu, Kumar writes about how he would reread A House for Mr. Biswas for “the comedy that informs V.S. Naipaul’s writing about failure.” In the same piece, Kumar also acknowledges how even after finishing the novel, “a book as a finished object remains an elusive thing for me.” This elusiveness may in fact be one of the few certainties about Home Products, which is about as much a novel with a recognizable plot and developed characters as Bombay – London –New York is a conventional book of literary criticism. 
What begins like a murder mystery never really goes anywhere from there, and the book is far more interesting for the atmospheric portrait it offers of provincial North India, from whence people migrate to the cities, in search of the Shining India promised by the country’s politicians. Home Products is full of such internally displaced people (which have also been vividly portrayed in Aravind Adiga’s The White Tiger) – unwelcome Punjabis in Delhi (109), bhaiyyas from the boonies in big city chawls (198), Bihari migrant workers in Punjab (201). Entering Bombay by train, the novel’s protagonist gains some brief but vivid glimpses of the “undercity” which Katherine Boo documents so meticulously in her instant classic Behind the Beautiful Forevers:
Right beneath the huge billboard for Sahara Lake City were four men squatting, their buttocks almost touching the ground. A young man sat with a Pepsi bottle filled with water and the others had small tins beside them. One of them was talking on a mobile phone. This was Bombay. (Home Products 244)
According to this impression, then, Bombay consists of advertisements for upscale housing developments for India’s aspirational middle class, next to which the ubiquitous slum-dwellers are forced to relieve themselves due to the city’s lack of sufficient sanitation (which, according to M. K. Gandhi, was “more important than independence”​[16]​). The consumerism is somewhat watered down (so to speak) by the moderately creative repurposing of the erstwhile receptacle for a carbonated soft drink for anal cleansing. Finally, there is the inevitable cellphone, of which there would surely be one for each defecator were Kumar to write the book today. Unlike reportages like Boo’s Behind the Beautiful Forevers, Suketu Mehta’s Maximum City or Sonia Faleiro’s Beautiful Thing, however, Kumar’s novel refuses to delve into any particular slum or subculture, preferring to sprinkle about a few pungent details before rushing on.	
	Rather than dwelling on or in Bombay, Binod, the Bihari protagonist of Home Products spends much of the novel trying to narrow the gap of perception that separates the cities from the hinterland. Although his plan to develop his editorial on a young woman’s murder – “Eight hundred words on what he called the tragedy of small-town ambition.” (9) – never amounts to much, a Bollywood film director is eager to expose his urban or urbanizing audience to the perspective of someone who is “from the cow-belt” (11). At the same time, though, the filmmaker wants “the viewer to be able to breathe the air of the small town but it should also have more universal feel to it” (95) and later insists that the Bihar stories he hears “will resonate in the rest of India” (278). Nevertheless, Kumar suggests, the differences in perception are likely to remain: “The plain fact is that a viewer in the city is surprised by something that a viewer in the small town isn’t” (96). As this vacillation illustrates, Kumar’s (autorickshaw) books keep circling around similar concerns, regardless of their status as fiction or nonfiction.
	Towards the end of the novel, the protagonist refers to a town afflicted with power outages as “an area of darkness” (287), echoing the title of the first of V. S. Naipaul’s notoriously caustic India travelogues​[17]​. More recently, the narrator of Adiga’s The White Tiger refers to his part of the country as “an India of Darkness” (12). Not unlike Kumar himself, Binod spends much of Home Products in search of the right medium for writing about India’s hinterland. On the most basic level, this is experienced as a variation on the perennial problem of trying to squeeze the Indian subcontinent into the often unsuitable and insufficient English language, a problem with which Indo-English authors have been grappling at least since Raja Rao’s 1938 Kanthapura. Kumar’s Binod finds “that he could not very easily talk about villages and small towns” as he “lacked the idiom” to do so effectively (Home Products 12). Sometimes, he almost gives up all hope of ever conveying the migrant’s pathos to his comfortably urban audience:
There were only so many times that he could remind his reader that you could not understand the pain of the man who brought your milk or drove your car unless you too needed to go back to your village every six months to find out whether the child who had four milk teeth last time had now learned to call your name when shown your photograph. (12)
Certainly Binod learns the difficulties inherent in the adaptations of subtle or ambiguous stories for Bollywood audiences. A project to base a film on Chekhov’s “The Lady and the Dog” is as dropped once he realizes that “[t]he conventions of Hindi film-making demanded a satisfying closure. There was no clear place for Anton Chekhov in Amritsar” (104). Indeed, withholding closure appears to be one of the things to which Kumar is committed in Home Products. Having attempted to read Bihar through the works of his (and the author’s) fellow Bihar native George Orwell (born in Motihari), Binod abandons this too: “In his hurry to get away from the past, Binod hadn’t noticed that he had exchanged the real life around him for the life presented in films and books. He had become an esthete” (158). It could be argued, though, that Kumar is just as guilty of reading “real life” through the filters of literature or popular culture whenever possible, a tendency we already identified in his speculation on Bombay after the Bomb (see section II).
	If the reality of Bihar thus does not lend itself to adapted classics or other grand narratives, what we are left with is a barrage of details, the sum of which amounts to what one reviewer has called “a pointillist painting in words” (Sahgal). The novel’s opening sentence, for instance – “Mala Srivastava’s mother lived in a two-room flat above a tiny kindergarten institution that called itself Harward Public School.” (3) – offers the reader a precise sketch of the mother’s socioeconomic status, not just because her apartment is neither large nor tiny but also because of the absurdly named kindergarten located below. The misspelt Harvard (which any visitor to rural India will accept as completely plausible) is an almost perfect objective correlative for the combination of aspiring Indians yearning for self-improvement and the unfortunately shoddy quality of many of the educational institutions whose advertisements can be found between billboards for “male innerwear” and Amitabh Bachchan-endorsed cement.​[18]​
Occasionally, the dullness of small-town existence is interrupted by convulsions of violence, as when the death of Binod’s father evokes “a memory of derangement and violence” (252), when an old man claiming to be Jawaharlal Nehru was savagely beaten by his fellow train passengers. At those times, Kumar’s protagonist appears to fulfil Walter Benjamin’s definition of “articulat[ing] the past historically,” which “means to seize hold of a memory as it flashes up at a moment of danger” (Benjamin 255).
This kind of abrupt transition from shabby modernity to grotesque violence also occurs when Binod’s cousin Rabinder opens an internet café whose arrival “had opened a new and more glamorous world of porn for a few middle-class youth in Patna” (205)​[19]​.  Rabinder’s involvement in extortion soon leads to a botched kidnapping during which several men suffer horrible injuries, all of which Kumar relates with studied detachment.  Such cases, as well as the well-documented connections between politics and crime in the state (“Bihar polls: 59% of new MLAs have a criminal background,” a 2010 Times of India article announced), lead Binod’s sister to conclude that “a thin, unbroken line separated Patna from hell” (217). In the end, it is striking how much Kumar’s portrait of his home state and town tends to conform to the sordid portraits provided by cosmopolitan writers against which he bristles elsewhere: “Bihari society was conservative; it was also corrupt, hollow to its core; you put a finger on its thin, distended skin and it split under your touch, revealing white worms” (54). Reviewing Home Products in India Today, Tara Sahgal for one is left to wonder: “Binod finds all the fodder he needs, but it does make you wonder—is this really Lalu-land or a bad case of over milking the cow-belt?” In other words, Kumar’s Home Products, like the public service announcement included in Bombay – London – New York, may fit all too snugly into the discursive tradition previously inhabited by the likes of Shiva Naipaul and Salman Rushdie.  
It may well be that Kumar reached the same conclusion after his novel’s Indian publication. After all, when Duke University Press published Nobody Does the Right Thing (2010), whose copyright page notes that “[a]n earlier, longer version of this novel was published by Picador India in 2007 under the title Home Products,” this seriously abridged version (shorter by more than one hundred pages) did not include some of the more lurid passages, such as the account of the unrelated kidnapping (Home Products 213-16) or an extended meditation on Binod’s connoisseurship of pornography (Home Products 201-3). Apart from the perfectly plausible possibility that his U.S. publisher simply wanted a significantly shorter book, it is certainly a tempting exercise in textual criticism to speculate on the reasons for Kumar’s brutal cuts. In an age when multinational publishing houses aim to manufacture global events and Mumbai’s street urchins start hawking pirated copies of American best sellers as soon as they come out (Faleiro, “The Book Boys of Mumbai”), custom-tailoring books for local markets has become less common. Apart from John Fowles, Louise Erdrich, and J. K. Rowling, whose Harry Potter books are carefully reedited to spare American children the trauma of reading “bogey” instead of “booger,” few recent writers seem to warrant variorum editions.​[20]​ A section which neither Indian nor American readers are spared relates a pet parrot’s mutilation by Patna’s abundant rats, whereupon the boy whose parrot was maimed proceeds to slay several of the rodents with a hockey stick (Home Products 282; Nobody Does 173-74). Years later, Kumar revealed that this scene was in fact based on the author’s personal experience, which leads us to A Matter of Rats. 

IV 
That book’s subtitle is A Short Biography of Patna, which indicates a shift from fiction to nonfiction, although Kumar qualifies this considerably in his Author’s Note: “There is no truth in nonfiction; there is only perspective” (141). “An important task of the nonfiction writer,” he concludes, “is to put down, to the best of one’s ability, the conditions under which one story is told in one place of another” (142). The novel about Patna and the city’s “biography” must thus have been told under significantly different conditions, for Kumar reveals in the latter that while the parrot’s wing was indeed bitten off, the great hockey stick massacre did not happen (A Matter of Rats 26).
	Labelling a book about a city’s past a biography instead of history, thereby portraying the place as a living organism, is a fashion arguably begun by Peter Ackroyd’s tome London. While Kumar’s book is only one of several “short biographies” of Indian cities published by the Aleph Book Company, it is an unusual entry in the series, considering that the other volumes released so far are about the usual megacity suspects like Kolkata, Madras, and Bombay. But a comparative reading of Kumar’s contribution and his novel(s) suggests that Rats may at least partly be based on the author’s material about the urbs prima in Indis. After all, the glimpse of the slum-dwellers’ morning ritual discussed in the previous section no longer represents Bombay but serves as an introduction to Patna: 
	In my mind’s eye, I watch a train approaching Patna Junction in the early morning. The 	traveller sees the men sitting beside the tracks with their bottoms exposed, plastic bottles 	of water on the ground in front of them, often a mobile phone pressed to the ear. (Rats 	11) 
What are we to conclude from this? That in the years since he wrote the novel, Patna has evolved to a point where, at least by some measures, it has caught up with Bombay? Alternatively, it could simply mean that Kumar is not above recycling a striking image when the opportunity presents itself. As we have seen in Bombay – London – New York, he has used references to bowel movements and personal hygiene before to anchor his writings firmly in the material sphere. A second example from Rats, describing a boat ride on the Ganges, confirms the textual function of bodily functions: “When the boatman turns around and you are on the way back to the ghat, the human scale reasserts itself in the line of buttocks that forms the indelicate horizon” (50).
	Kumar’s insistence on rubbing our noses in the sights and smells excised from tourism campaigns by including such details and calling his book A Matter of Rats instead of something more attractive like Picturesque Patna appears to be part of his strategy to anticipate his audience’s negative preconceptions in the most aggressive manner possible. The opening pages are strictly devoted to rodents, and Kumar explicitly compares the city’s two populations: “We could choose to call it a city under the city, or if that is too sophisticated a description for at least one of the two entities, then let’s just call it a dense warren of subterranean burrows” (11). Of course, this tentative dismissal of the word city recalls the similar problematization of culture in Bombay – London – New York, and once again, one might ask who the butt of this joke is, and how serious any of this is. These questions can be difficult to answer. After sarcastically quoting a reviewer’s advice to ignore Indian novels and stick to the Lonely Planet in the earlier book, Kumar ventures into Patna’s urban jungle armed with nothing but an old copy of the similar Rough Guide (41).
	In spite of this forceful beginning, however, Kumar soon returns to agonizing about the proper mode for writing about a place whose people continue to be extremely poor: 
	Writers often marshal inordinate zeal when portraying the misery of the downtrodden and 	the oppressed: it is only a form of narcissism; the writer enamoured of his or her sensitive 	self faithfully recording the pain of others. No doubt I am guilty of this too, but I plead 	equal fondness for folly, pleasure, guile, greed, and hypocrisy. Hence, the rats. (19)
Such metacommentary leads not only to an attempt to balance the grimness with slapstick – “rats carrying away his mother’s dentures” (13) – but also to a (presumably) self-conscious employment of literary clichés, as if to foreground their unavoidability. Investigating the rat-eating Musahar caste, Kumar inevitably asks if they taste “like chicken” (21). The “highway to progress” is, naturally, “littered with fresh carnage” (24).  Rat-infested apartments can only be “Dickensian” (25).
	Though his subtitle promises an historical sketch of the city, Kumar is clearly not interested in dwelling on its past glories, which is why the chapter on Patna’s history offers only the most cursory sketch. What historical greatness once existed was withheld from Amitava the teenage student, as the officially sanctioned textbooks took pains to tell a national history at the expense of regional variation: “The teaching of the history of India had obliterated Bihar” (36). Still, even today, Kumar is having difficulties accepting positive representations of Patna such as the one offered by the historian​[21]​ Michael Wood in his documentary series The Story of India (Rats 139-40).
	Kumar is similarly disappointed by his survey of Patna’s appearances in literature, especially as far as Anglophone travel writing (by authors like Trevor Fishlock, Norman Lewis, and the Naipaul brothers) is concerned. It is particularly the Naipauls’ forceful “dismissal of India” (57) that A Matter of Rats investigates further, whereby Kumar makes an excellent contribution to Naipaul scholarship. For while it is sometimes quite possible to occupy a nuanced position on the brothers’ acerbic writing​[22]​, it is difficult to imagine how any future reader could take Shiva Naipaul’s essay “A Dying State” at face value once Kumar is finished exposing it as “a performance. Hysteria as travel-writing” (58). In something of a journalistic coup, Kumar tracks down the local guide who was entrusted with showing the visiting author “the real Bihar” (59) and learns that “[t]he Biharis Naipaul had condemned, had rejected him in turn” (61).
	Nevertheless, Kumar recognizes that his own status as a native son does not give him immunity against the gaze of the tourist, even (or perhaps especially) if he finds that “going to Patna for a vacation was rather like going to a bus stop for a martini” (49): 
	I grew up in Patna but I’m aware that when I visit it I see it with an outsider’s eye. […] 
	During my trips in recent years, I have found myself always susceptible to the clichés 	about heat and dust – the recitation of familiar woes of the non-resident Indian in the 
	motherland – but part of me has always believed that a trip to Patna offers a glimpse of 	the real India. (49)
The real India! At the very least, this faith in its existence shows that the post-postmodern Kumar does not share the postmodern Rushdie’s thorough aversion against “the bogy of Authenticity[,…] the respectable child of old-fashioned exoticism” (Imaginary Homelands 67). Kumar’s partial belief may even be related to Adela Quested’s quest for “the real India” (Forster 42) – after all, “E. M. Forster visited Patna and made Bankipore the model for Chandrapore, the fictional town where A Passage to India is set” (Rats 45).
Whether or not Kumar’s own quest for the real thing is doomed, A Matter of Rats contains an attempt to distinguish among three different kinds of Patna and analyze their differences somewhat more systematically. The first Patna, “the one that exists elsewhere” (66) is a place of origin that is preserved in memory and art (including Kumar’s own). In his chapter on the second Patna, which concerns the people who still live there, Kumar visibly struggles against the temptation to chronicle the city’s decline. Ironically, it is precisely the current fashion for self-improvement that he sees as evidence for deterioration. While the quality of formal education has fallen, teaching has given way to coaching: “Learning in any meaningful sense had been replaced by the culture of cracking the competition code” (91). Eventually, though, Kumar finds a “near-redemptive story” (92) about a young man named Anand Kumar whose poverty prevented him from attending Cambridge University but whose mathematical and pedagogical gifts have enabled him to train poor but talented students for admission to India’s Institutes of Technology (IIT). Heartened by Anand and his students’ success, Amitava Kumar concludes: “I believe Patna – and the future – belongs to him” (99).
The third Patna, finally, is “the Patna which draws people to it for a variety of reasons, but usually because the region surrounding the city is even more wretched than Patna itself” (100). Once again, the narrative Kumar presents A Matter of Rats goes against the grain. Whereas he was inclined to read improvement as a symptom of decline, he regards the migrants from the hinterland as evidence of the city’s vitality, for “it is the sick and the dying, in Patna in search of health, who provide irrefutable proof that there is life yet in the city, that it is still capable of providing succour” (100). Accordingly, Patna Medical College and Hospital, whose conditions threatened to overshadow the city’s cultural wealth in his earlier Bombay – London – New York (see section II), now serves as a sign of irrepressible hope. 
	In spite of such smoothly conjured repurposings, however, a profound uncertainty about the proper discourse for writing the city and its ultimate meaning remains. When Kumar visits a new mall and observes Patnaites’ first encounter with an escalator, he self-consciously remembers that he “took out my notebook and wrote in that single magic word so beloved of pundits in postcolonial countries: modernity” (128). Ultimately, the only possible solution to his ambiguous feelings about Patna might be his refusal to look for such solution in the first place: “Life is a mystery and writers can’t let its secrets be reduced to a slogan. There! I had found for my vision of Patna my own language of protest!” (133).
	My vision, my own language: Kumar’s insistent use of the possessive pronoun – at times vaguely reminiscent of Kurtz’s monstrous egotism​[23]​ – is certainly consistent with his approach as a writer, regardless of whether the subject matter is literary criticism or the state capital of Bihar. Accordingly, it is fitting and perhaps inevitable that he seems to regard the city as a reflection of his own middle age:  “I see in Patna’s decline, in its pretensions to development, in its plain dullness, the stark story of middle age and death. It’s all hopeless, really – that is what Patna and I are saying to each other” (139). In the end, Kumar’s exile is not, like Rushdie’s Imam’s “a dream of glorious return” (The Satanic Verses 212), but rather a memento mori: “To return to Patna is to find the challenging thought of death, like the tip of a knife, pressing against my rib” (139).
	Apart from the characteristic egotistical sublime of Kumar’s critical persona, the “solution” he proposes for the problem of representing Patna, Bihar, and India also once more demonstrates the peculiar challenge his texts pose for the critic: instead of stepping on the foot brake, getting off his seat, and investigating a particular pothole or pitfall patiently and systematically, he is more likely to twist his accelerator and speed away in a cloud of dust, leaving blinking, coughing, and bewildered.

V
Thus ends our wild ride in Amitava Kumar’s book-shaped autorickshaws, which perfectly combine the two meanings of the word dodgy that precede this article. The earliest quotation included in the OED for the primary meanings date from 1861, 23 years after the publication of Oliver Twist, which featured the character known as the Artful Dodger and whose creator’s name spawned an adjective popular with writers trying to describe the poverty to be found in Indian cities (see section IV). If his artful, sometimes evasive way of representing Patna, Bihar, and India may justify calling Kumar a dodgy writer, the streets through which he drives his autorickshaw books certainly seem to fit those D. H. Lawrence (writing about Cornwall, of all places) describes in a letter excerpted in the OED entry: “The roads are too dodgy to be grasped.” 
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^1	  Sadly shut down in 2014, after three exciting years.
^2	  See the debate which raged between Fredric Jameson and Aijaz Ahmad in the pages of Social Text in the mid-1980s.
^3	  This is obviously not a new phenomenon: When his work for the Abbey Theatre was sapping his poetic strength (“His energies were all but depleted.” – Spivak 85), W. B. Yeats did not fall silent but wrote the poem “The Fascination of What’s Difficult,” in which he laments that his Pegasus has been reduced to a rather mortal old nag, which must “[s]hiver under the lash, strain, sweat and jolt / As though it dragged road metal” (7-8). Yeats wrote through his crisis by force of his tremendous will power, adamant about regaining his visionary powers and releasing his Pegasus once again: “I swear before the dawn comes round again / I’ll find the stable and pull out the bolt” (12-13).  Kumar’s phut-phutting pegasi are, alas, flightless.   
^4	  Kumar’s other books, Passport Photos (2000), Husband of a Fanatic (2005), and Evidence of Suspicion/A Foreigner Carrying in the Crook of His Arm a Tiny Bomb (2010), are somewhat less preoccupied with Patna and more devoted to the global ramifications of migration, interfaith marriage, and the “war on terror.” 
^5	  Although Kai Friese, the author of the review quoted by Kumar, happens to be Indian. 
^6	  Translated as “Before You Came” by Agha Shahid Ali (Faiz, The Rebel’s Silhouette 56-57). See also Frances Pritchett’s discussion on translating this poem in her article “The Sky, the Road, the Glass of Wine: On Translating Faiz.”
^7	  Bombay – London – New York bears about as much resemblance to Mehrotra’s History of Indian Literature in English as C. L. R. James’s cricket memoir Beyond a Boundary (which Kumar quotes approvingly) does to the Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack.
^8	  Culture and Imperialism 335; Reflections on Exile 185.
^9	  See Graham Huggan’s The Postcolonial Exotic: Marketing the Margins.
^10	  It may be a related yearning for authenticity that leads Adela Quested on her quest for “the real India” (Forster 42).
^11	  Pankaj Mishra, “Anatomy of an Anti-Novel” (Outlook 22 Mar. 1999)
^12	  See also Kumar’s 2012 essay “Salman Rushdie and Me,” in which he tries to reconcile himself to Rushdie’s work (and perhaps to Rushdie himself). 
^13	  Bruce Knauft’s edited volume Critically Modern offers a useful assessment of global modernities from an anthropological perspective.
^14	  See Stuart Hall’s idea of “vernacular modernities” (557). 
^15	  Mishra returned the favor by writing a glowing blurb, placed prominently on the back cover of Bombay – London – New York.
^16	  “Sanitation is more important than independence.” (qtd. in “PM addresses the Third South Asian Conference on Sanitation”)
^17	  Not for nothing does Naipaul, recently dubbed “Caribbean literature’s original Grumpy Old Man” (Huggan/Tiffin 112), earn the nickname “V. S. Nightfall” in Derek Walcott’s poem “The Spoiler’s Return.”
^18	  See Anand Giridharadas’s affectionate and poignant examination of India’s self-improvement craze in India Calling. 
^19	  See Deb’s The Beautiful and the Damned, in which he describes “cybercafés where the computers seemed weighed down by all the porn that had been surfed on them.” (179)
^20	  What does a side-by-side comparison of Home Products and Nobody Does the Right Thing reveal? The latter edition adds a dramatis personae of sorts but dispenses with the slightly pretentious epigraphs by Dostoevsky and Twain. While the Indian version includes observations like “The carriage of the Indian train is a stage where the drama of our lives unfolds” (247), Kumar (or his editors at Duke UP) expurgated this sort of Booker-grabbing twaddle from the revised edition. Most of the cuts, however, get rid of the extensive references to September 11 and the ensuing wars, although some heavy-handed attempts at embedding the story in its historical context remain: “The world had been busy at the time of Mala Srivastava’s death. The American President had climbed into a green flight suit and flown in an aircraft onto the deck of the naval carrier to declare that war had ended in Iraq…” (Nobody Does 6). Although the references to the war on terror are mostly purged from his republished novel, Kumar clearly has not lost interest in the subject, which receives a far more extensive and sophisticated treatment in Evidence of Suspicion: A Writer’s Report on the War on Terror (retitled A Foreigner Carrying in the Crook of His Arm a Tiny Bomb for the US market). This book also comes in two flavors, with more subtle but no less curious differences. Apart from the different titles, the Picador India edition (dedicated to Ashis Nandy) declares itself to be “part reportage, part philosophy, part protest,” whereas the Duke UP version (dedicated to Rob Nixon) somewhat sheepishly promises merely “part reportage and part protest.” Other than that, the books are identical except for a slight change to the order of chapters.
^21	  And “thinking woman’s crumpet” (Lee-Wright 58)
^22	  Discussing his own ambiguity toward V. S. Naipaul, Salman Rushdie quotes an unnamed “leading South Indian novelist” who tells him: “I’m anti-Naipaul when I visit the West, […] but I’m often pro-Naipaul back home” (Step Across This Line 155).
^23	  “My Intended, my station, my career, my ideas” (Conrad, Heart of Darkness 68).
^24	  See Yeats’s “Adam’s Curse”: “A line will take us hours maybe; / Yet if it does not seem a moment’s thought, / Our stitching and unstitching has been naught.” (lines 4-6)
^25	  “I would not have turned to writing if I was [sic] able to draw.” (Rats 28)
^26	  See “Long line of princely gaffes.” (BBC News 1 Mar. 2002)
